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Modern oil wells are longer, deeper and hotter than ever before. This is due to depletion of easily accessible hydrocarbon 
deposits and need to develop deep oil and gas fields (≥7км). Such depths are characterized by high ambient temperatures (120 

- 260 ° C) and pressures (69 - 241 MPa). That is why the development, operation and probing of deep fields require to use a specific 
elemental base (classical equipment is not applicable for such purposes). In addition to stable operation at high temperatures and 
pressures, sensors for downhole sondes should have high sensitivity. In this regard, sensors based on molecular-electronic technology 
(MET), which have extremely high sensitivity and low self-noise, can be a good alternative to existing solutions [1], [2].

In this scientific work, high-temperature sensor based on MET has been developed. For the first time, the transfer characteristics 
of the MET sensor obtained in the extended temperature range (25 - 125 ° C) and external pressure of 10 atm. New theoretical model 
has been created, based on the obtained experimental data, which allows describing analytically the transfer function of MET sensor 
in an extended temperature range. A physical model was tested with several alternative techniques. The obtained results will help 
create a fundamentally new high-temperature sensor based on MET with parameters significantly different from existing market 
solutions.
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